
King’s Cross Development Forum 

Meeting 7:00 p.m. 13 June 2013 

Committee Room 1, Camden Town Hall, Judd Street, London WC1H 9JE 

1                     Attendance 

1.1                  Present 

Zannthie Bennett, Del Brenner, Hely Evans, Jan Francis, John Hawkins, Jim Humphris, Angela 

Inglis, Ivor Kamlish, Hugh Lake, Charles Manson, John Mason, Robert Milne, Ben Myring, Rebecca 

Ross, Lisa Tang, Malcolm Tucker and Sasha Watson 

1.2                  Apologies 

Paul Braithwaite, Jeannie Burnett, Michael Edwards, Sarah Hayward, Martin Morton, Roger 

Robinson, Geoffrey Roper, Norman Sheppard, Diana Shelley, Herman Tribelnig 

2                     Previous meeting 

2.1                  Notes 

The notes for the meeting of 16 May 2013 had been circulated and posted on the website and were 

formally approved. 

2.2                  Matters arising 

Nothing was discussed. 

3                      Planning Response Team 

3.1                   A 

Simon Allford, of Allford Hall Monaghan Morris, described Zone A of King’s Cross Central. Zone A 

comprises one building on a site of about 10,000 square metres, which stretches from Goods Way to 

King’s Cross Station between the railway lines and the Boulevard and ranges from seven to eleven 

storeys. Its 93,000 square metres include 68,000 square metres of offices, with shops at street level. 

The offices are intended for 3,500 employees initially but are enough for 4,500; there would then be 

15 square metres per employee, which is in the range between 11 square metres and 17 square metres 

typical in this country. Currently the tenant, Google, opens 1,000 square metres of offices per day 

throughout the world, so this development will keep the pace going for little more than two months 

when it opens in 2016. 

The colours of the building are meant to refer subtly to the trains nearby.  A zigzag on the eastern face 

marks the line of an interior promenade. The promenade is accessible to visitors to the building and is 

supposed to “engage” with the public spaces, perhaps by having a climbing wall in the atrium at its 

base. The tenant would like the public to be able to come at the weekends and see what was 

happening (if only through the double height windows). 

The engagement does not extend to replacing the bridge across the railway lines, which would have 

been outside the domain of the tenant. 



 

The intention is to match the area not by selecting details but by building something with the scale 

appropriate to infrastructure. Many windows are double-height and inset behind prominent frames. 



 

The 4,600 square metres of shops will be leased back by Argent to make them fit the larger plan for 

King’s Cross Central. The effect, though, is supposed to provide a ripple of glass on the street front, 

perhaps reminiscent of Burlington Arcade (though the scale makes Regent Street comes to mind 

instead). 

 

There are ambitions to make achieve BREEAM outstanding and LEED platinum ratings. The roof has 

a pool, which display ever-richer faces over time. However, efforts to achieve biodiversity might be 

limited by the constraints of being alongside railway lines.  

In response to a query about community involvement, Robert Evans, of Argent, noted that the 

presence of Google could have positive spillover effects. Thus King’s Cross Central might need more 

work spaces for small businesses than had originally been envisaged. 

3.2                   Cubitt Square 

Ken Trew, of Argent, described Cubitt Square, as conceived with the advice of Laurie Olin. Its role as 

a setting for the Aga Khan Cultural Centre, the University of the Arts and the Coal Drops has 

influenced the design. For instance, water is to be a feature, as favoured by the Aga Khan, but by 

contrast with Granary Square and Handyside Park (for example) Cubitt Square keeps it to the edge, 

near the plane trees, though the jet size and range can be varied according to the season.  



Cubitt Square is not just a forecourt to the Aga Khan Cultural Centre. Its middle is to have flat paving 

so that it can be used for small, relatively frequent, events (while Granary Square is for large, 

relatively rare, events). There might even be a canopy for such events, but the decision about that 

awaits plans for the Coal Drops.  

There are just two light fittings, which should be slim and elegant (unlike those in Granary Square). 

The peripheral roads have kerbs, dropped to allow access. Level access throughout was considered 

but rejected, to inhibit joy-riding and enhance security for the Aga Khan Cultural Centre.  

3.2                   Cubitt Park 

Martha Alker, of Townshend Landscape Architects, described Cubitt Park. On its eastern edge this 

continues the line of trees starting in Cubitt Square and reaching to York Way. However, the overall 

plan is informal: there are further trees, in clusters, on the western edge, that provide colour at 

different seasons, and between the edges are three grass mounds (with 1.5m lips and lowered 

interiors), bulbs and desire-line paths. The southernmost mound is open towards Cubitt Square (and is 

therefore the most obviously public of the three); the northernmost one is expected to be frequented 

mainly by residents of the adjoining blocks. 

There is level access from the gravel of the peripheral roads. 

4                      Design Panel 

Nothing was reported. 

5                      Construction Impact Group 

Nothing was reported. 

6                      Access Forum 

Nothing was reported. 

7                      Operations 

7.1                   Amenities for occupants of the housing 

Bridget Evans, of Argent, outlined the efforts made so far to attract tenants for the retail units in 

Rubicon Court. The expected arrival of Waitrose in two years’ time puts off others. An interim deal, 

in the Western Transit Shed, is now being considered. 

Probably Section 106 money could not be diverted to supporting shops. In any case, even if the rents 

were subsidised, the fitting out costs would remain high. 

The problem was said to be that convenience stores liked to be as close in size to the limit for Sunday 

trading as possible. The retail units in Rubicon Court offered only about 280 square metres (2,500 

square feet) each and did not adjoin each other, but retailers would want 460 square metres (5,000 

square feet). This assertion seems to assume that shops need to match the display and serving space 

for other purposes, as the actual Sunday trading restriction requires shops having more than 280 

square metres of display and serving space not to be open for more than six consecutive hours 

between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. 



7.2                   The allocation of Section 106 money 

Nothing was reported. 

7.3                   Use of funds 

Nothing was reported. 

8                      Future meetings 

Nothing was discussed. 

9                     Actions 

The Co-ordinating Group to use its contacts with One Housing Group, Argent and Camden to pursue 

further the formation of tenants and residents associations for Rubicon Court and Saxon Court. 

The Co-ordinating Group to follow up the proposal for waste disposal by barge. 

The Co-ordinating Group to examine further the retail options. 

The Co-ordinating Group to seek a meeting with Google to explore possibilities for community 

engagement. 

 


